Coffee Lectures
The 17th Series
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 13:00, HCI G2
Thursday, 4.4.2019

Thursday, 11.4.2019

DETHERM – more
than 11 million
properties (No. 64)

EndNote:
The most important
functionalities (No. 10)

The DETHERM database contains phase equilibrium data,
thermodynamic and transport
properties, critical data, surface tensions as well as
electrolyte data of 60’000 pure
compounds and 160’000
mixtures.
Presenter: Dr. Jozica Dolenc

Reference management software can save a lot of time.
Literature management with
EndNote is more than just
plugging references into a
text.
Presenter: Dr. Jozica Dolenc

Tuesday, 2.4.2019

Dimensions – one
more literature
database (No. 63)
Dimensions is the new kid on
the block - a free alternative to
Scopus and Web of Science.
We will give you a brief demo
and show some of the
possibilities and limitations.
Presenter: Dr. Leo Betschart

Import Coffee Lectures
directly into your calendar
www.infozentrum.ethz.ch

Wednesday, 3.4.2019

Basics in design in
just 10 minutes (No.
25)
There are many ways to
communicate textual and
visual information. However, if
you stick with the basic
principles of typography and
design, your text, brochure,
flyer or poster will not only get
noticed more than others but
will be also more easily read.
Presenter: Dr. Oliver Renn

Grow and complete your
collection of Coffee Lecture
Collector’s Cards!
Tuesday, 9.4.2019

Cytoscape: Analyze
and visualize complex networks (No. 65)
Originally designed for the visualization of molecular interaction networks and biological
pathways, Cytoscape is now a
general platform for a userfriendly analysis of complex
networks.
Presenter: Dr. Joachim Schnabl
Wednesday, 10.4.2019

BrowZine (No. 33)
Do you want to read your
favorite papers and browse all
journals you like in one place?
BrowZine lets you collect and
share all your articles on your
phone, tablet, or computer.
Never download PDFs from
publishers’ websites again.
Presenter: Dr. Joachim Schnabl

Tuesday, 16.4.2019

eresearchcenter –
a new portal for
standards (No. 50)
You need a DIN standard? At
ETH Zurich, standards are now
available via the platform
eresearchcenter, which also
contains the metadata from
the Perinorm database. A
direct access to Perinorm is
no longer possible.
Presenter: Dr. Jozica Dolenc
Wednesday, 17.4.2019

Google Trends (No. 9)
You would like to know what
others are looking for, what is
a trend or could be one? Using
Google Trends you can at least
estimate what others are
interested in.
Presenter: Dr. Oliver Renn
Thursday, 18.4.2019

Visualizing networks
with VOSViewer
(No. 66)
Do you want to find the key
paper that holds a field
together or papers that are
highly relevant across
disciplines? Create a visual
connection network of papers
and gain new insights.
Presenter: Dr. Leo Betschart

